
NANO SCIENCE AND NANO TECHNOLOGY COMPARISON

Defining the difference. Nanoscience and nanotechnology have the potential to reshape the world around us. They
could lead to.

Nanoscale additives in polymer composite materials are being used in baseball bats, tennis rackets, bicycles,
motorcycle helmets, automobile parts, luggage, and power tool housings, making them lightweight, stiff,
durable, and resilient. If you have problems with any of the steps in this article, please ask a question for more
help, or post in the comments section below. Researchers are looking for ways to grow complex tissues with
the goal of one day growing human organs for transplant. Yes No I need help 2 Health and Medicine Drug
Delivery: Generally, injections deliver a drug, but nanotechnology has enabled the oral delivery of medicines.
Described below is a sampling of the rapidly growing list of benefits and applications of nanotechnology.
Nanomedicine and Cosmetics: Nanomedicine has the potential to facilitate early diagnosis, prevention, and
treatment of most diseases. Many everyday commercial products are currently on the market and in daily use
that rely on nanoscale materials and processes: Nanoscale additives to or surface treatments of fabrics can
provide lightweight ballistic energy deflection in personal body armor, or can help them resist wrinkling,
staining, and bacterial growth. Image courtesy of NASA. Yes No I need help 4 : Solar Cells: Using
nanomaterials in the fabrication of solar cells can decrease the manufacturing costs by using a lower
temperature. Over a decade later, in his explorations of ultraprecision machining, Professor Norio Taniguchi
coined the term nanotechnology. The drug is encapsulated in a nano-packet which facilitates its transportation
and injection into the bloodstream. Biological testing determines the presence of particular elements and
substances which have become more efficient, sensitive and flexible when individual nanoparticles are utilized
as tags and labels. Nanoparticle copper suspensions have been developed as a safer, cheaper, and more reliable
alternative to lead-based solder and other hazardous materials commonly used to fuse electronics in the
assembly process. Here are a few illustrative examples: There are 25,, nanometers in an inch A sheet of
newspaper is about , nanometers thick On a comparative scale, if a marble were a nanometer, then one meter
would be the size of the Earth Nanoscience and nanotechnology involve the ability to see and to control
individual atoms and molecules. Nanotechnology is also being applied to oil and gas extraction through, for
example, the use of nanotechnology-enabled gas lift valves in offshore operations or the use of nanoparticles
to detect microscopic down-well oil pipeline fractures. Clear nanoscale films on eyeglasses, computer and
camera displays, windows, and other surfaces can make them water- and residue-repellent, antireflective,
self-cleaning, resistant to ultraviolet or infrared light, antifog, antimicrobial, scratch-resistant, or electrically
conductive. Yes No I need help 5 Tougher and Harder Tools : Machining tools developed from
nanocrystalline carbide materials, such as tantalum carbide-tungsten carbide, and titanium carbide, are
significantly more durable, wear resistant and erosion-resistant. Nanomedicine researchers are looking at ways
that nanotechnology can improve vaccines, including vaccine delivery without the use of needles.
Nanostructured solar cells could be cheaper to manufacture and easier to install, since they can use print-like
manufacturing processes and can be made in flexible rolls rather than discrete panels. Nanotechnology-based
thin film technology has significantly condensed the size of a device. For example, it has been estimated that
reducing the weight of a commercial jet aircraft by 20 percent could reduce its fuel consumption by as much
as 15 percent. Nanotechnology-enabled sensors and solutions are now able to detect and identify chemical or
biological agents in the air and soil with much higher sensitivity than ever before. Nanostructured ceramic
coatings exhibit much greater toughness than conventional wear-resistant coatings for machine parts. Gold
nanoparticles attach to short segments of DNA and can be employed for detection of genetic sequence in
samples. These continuously evolving applications include: Transistors, the basic switches that enable all
modern computing, have gotten smaller and smaller through nanotechnology. For example: 1 Was this step
helpful? Researchers and scientists have developed nano-capacitors and nanochips. Researchers also are
working to create a universal vaccine scaffold for the annual flu vaccine that would cover more strains and
require fewer resources to develop each year. It is also enabling reduced fuel consumption in vehicles and
power plants through higher-efficiency combustion and decreased friction. Yes No I need help 3 Was this step
helpful?


